Cravens gets 20 years to life in surfer killing

BY NEAL PUTNAM | VILLAGENEWS

After apologizing to the family of professional surfer Emery Kauanui Jr., Seth Cravens was sentenced Monday to 20 years to life in prison for killing Kauanui in 2007 and for knocking a man unconscious and breaking his nose three weeks earlier.

Cravens, 23, was dressed in a green jail uniform and sported what appeared to be fading bruises from two black eyes. He spoke for the first time publicly and told the slain surfer's family he was sorry.

“I’m so sorry that this happened. I’m sorry for you guys’ loss,” Cravens said. “I do pray that you guys find some kind of peace and comfort. I’m really sorry. I’m sorry for my own family and for everybody that had to go through this with me.”

San Diego Superior Court Judge John Einhorn imposed 15 years to life for the second-degree murder conviction, and added five years consecutively for an attack upon another man, Michael Johnson, who was knocked unconscious in an unrelated incident. He fined Cravens $200, and gave him credit for serving 616 days in jail since his arrest in early June of 2007.

Deputy District Attorney Sophia Roach urged a sentence of 26 years to life that included punishment for Cravens after he was also found guilty of assault and battery in an unrelated incident. She fined Cravens $2,500, and added five years consecutively for an attack upon another man, Michael Johnson, who was knocked unconscious in an unrelated incident. He fined Cravens $200, and gave him credit for serving 616 days in jail since his arrest in early June of 2007.

Deputy District Attorney Sophia Roach urged a sentence of 26 years to life that included punishment for Cravens after he was also found guilty of assault and battery in an unrelated incident. He fined Cravens $200, and gave him credit for serving 616 days in jail since his arrest in early June of 2007.
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LA JOLLA

$999,000
GREAT BUY! Beautiful luxury villa close to Windansea.
Top quality finishes — granite counters, stainless steel appliances, stone flooring in kitchen and living areas. Come fall in love!

LA JOLLA

$2,490,000
Classic brick traditional one level home with spacious great room, gourmet kitchen, and entertainment-sized patio with downtown & ocean views. 4 bedrooms / 3 baths.

LA JOLLA

$5,990,000
What a wonderful site! This newer 1.75-acre estate is hidden in a private cul-de-sac and finished in the most unique stone and wood details. 6+1 bedroom / 6+2 baths.

LA JOLLA

$3,650,000
This well-proportioned single level home is built around a spectacular pool, spa and patio and captures the panoramic views of the ocean, bay, and downtown! 4 bedrooms -office/4.5 baths.

LA JOLLA

$1,995,000
Beautifully appointed single level home with downtown, bay and ocean views from nearly every room. 3 bedrooms/ 2 baths.

LA COSTA

$1,499,000–$1,699,000
La Costa Greens home, 5 bedrooms / 5.5 baths, pool, jacuzzi, BBQ/bar, golf-course views. Near beaches, restaurants, Four Seasons Resort Aviara & La Costa Resort & Spa golf courses!

LA JOLLA

$2,490,000
Classic brick traditional one level home with spacious great room, gourmet kitchen, and entertainment-sized patio with downtown & ocean views. 4 bedrooms / 3 baths.

LA JOLLA

$528,500
This well maintained condo is walking distance to the Village & beach. Beautifully appointed offering granite, stainless steel appliances, hardwood floors, custom built-in closets.

PACIFIC BEACH

$589,000
Sophisticated townhome within walking distance to the beach. Offers expansive views of the city & bay. Upgraded with hardwood floors, granite counters & slate tile. Move-in ready!

LA JOLLA

$395,000
Contemporary condo in La Jolla Village with large patio and 2-car parking! Walking distance to the ocean, restaurants, and shopping. 1 bedroom / 1 bath.

LA JOLLA

$419,000
Corner unit in Southpoinite. Enjoy this single level unit with large patio & spa. Enhanced with a marble entry, skylight and solartubes. Priced to sell fast. 2 bedrooms / 2 baths.
San Diego City Council members heard a presentation Jan. 26 before heading into closed session with San Diego City Attorney Jan Goldsmith to discuss the future of the harbor seal colony at La Jolla’s Children’s Pool. But after discussing the matter, council members voted to bring the item — which would alter the wording of a 1931 tidelands grant to include wildlife viewing among its uses — to an open session, said Michelle Ganon, communications director for San Diego City Council President Ben Hueso of District 5.

“They took a vote to bring it to open session … to have an open session to discuss any open session item,” Ganon said, adding that there’s no official council date set.

Bryan Pease, the Animal Protection and Rescue League’s (APRL) SealWatch attorney, said that although Pease was in front of the council in support of the group’s ongoing campaign to send legislation to Sacramento that would change a 1931 state land grant, adding seal watching to the Children’s Pool’s list of allowable uses, the council must pass the resolution that would call for California State Senator Christine Kehoe to draft the legislation by the end of February, Pease said.

The deadline for Kehoe to sponsor the resolution was Feb. 27, according to Pease, “so it would have to be [passed] during one of the February council meetings, assuming that no council member misses the resolution that would call for California State Senator Christine Kehoe to draft the legislation by the end of February, Pease said.

“Pease said a more permanent solution would end court battles and save the city millions in dredging fees.

“We didn’t have the Marine Mammal Protection Act back then and we built the seal wall on a rookery,” Pease said. “But the only way is for the state legislature to add wildlife habitat or marine mammal habitat as a permissible use.

For more information about both sides of the Children’s Pool issue, visit www.childrenspool.org or www.friendsofthechildrenspool.com, www.april.org or www.april.org/seal.html."

The recall was originally issued because FDA and the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) found salmonella inside bulk peanut butter sold at a Blakely peanut processing plant used by many companies, according to the FDA.

“The Peanut Corporation of America expanded a previous recall to include all peanut ingredients produced in its Blakely facility since Jan. 1, 2007. So Kashi, La Jolla issued the Feb. 2 release, asking customers to destroy targeted Kashi products sold in retail and big box stores. The FDA and Kashi said consumers can call the Consumer Response Center, (877) 701-5666, for a refund, but anyone with health concerns should call their doctor, the FDA reported.

“Salmonella causes infections in young children, frail or elderly people, and others with weakened immune systems,” the FDA reported, adding that symptoms include fever, diarrhea, nausea and vomiting and abdominal pain. Recalls include:

- Kashi TLC Chewy Granola Bars flavored Trail Mix and Honey Almond Flax; dated before Sept. 19, 2009, followed by the letters CD (SEP 19 2009 CD), with UPC codes: 1862703000, 1862703001, 1862732409, 1862731567
- Kashi TLC Chewy Granola Bars Peanut Butter; dated before Aug. 9, 2009, followed by the letters CD (AUG 08 2009 CD), with UPC codes: 1862703002
- Kashi TLC Chewy Cookies in Oatmeal Dark Chocolate, Happy Trail Mix and Oatmeal Raisin Flax varieties, dated before July 30, 2009, with the UPC codes: 1862732467, 1862742593, 1862762601, 1862762600, 1862762603

For information, visit the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention’s Web site, www.cdc.gov. For information on the peanut butter recall, visit www.fda.gov.
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Cravens' four co-defendants pleased guilty to lesser charges on June 27, 2008, Matthew Yanke, 22, Eric House, 21, and Henri "Hank" Hendricks, 22, have been released from Vista Detention Facility. San Do Osuna, 23, remains in the Vista Detention Facility. They were sen-
tenced to varying jail terms in 2008 and placed on three years' probation with the condition they do not violate probation.

The five had gathered outside Emery Kauanui's house after an argument at the La Jolla High School, Yanke, House and Osuna pleaded guilty to simple assault and Hendricks pleaded guilty to being an accessory after the fact. Osuna was scheduled to be released Feb. 25.

What is next for Cravens? His lawyer says his client is thinking about getting married."

By your violence, you took the life of a human being. It's unforgivable.

Jennifer Attridge, said there was no misconduct.

There was substantial, credible evidence to support a (verdict) of second-degree murder," Einhorn said.

Einhorn disagreed, saying his client's testimony was crucial to a conviction.

"I know his death was not in the last 56 days, able to provide identification. There is no upper-age limit for blood donors.

Our teachers that are already in the district $70 million over the next two years and avoid layoffs. His proposal, however, fell on deaf ears, according to Beck.

The state budget problem has the SDUSD board next meets Tuesday, Feb. 10, at 5 p.m. at the Eugene Brucker Education Center, 4106 Normal St. 

The White Sands of La Jolla is sponsoring a neighborhood blood drive Monday, February 16th from 11:00 AM – 7:30 PM to help with the nationwide shortage of blood.
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Accord on wastewater recycling program. There are a city toward a water reuse and treatment system in Point Loma. The study would move the treatment system in Point Loma, Redondo, Kearny Mesa, National City, Oceanside, Poway, and Oceanside, Poway, and National City.

**NEWS**

**Big Boy Bandit** suspect pleads not guilty

An Ocean Beach man has denied he is the so-called “Big Boy Bandit,” a serial bank robber who has held up banks in La Jolla, Point Loma and Pacific Beach since 2006.

Stephen Francis Colburn, 54, was arrested by San Diego police Jan. 26 outside his Ocean Beach home. According to jail records, Colburn is 6-foot-2 and weighs 240 pounds.

He is charged with nine armed bank robberies and one attempted bank robbery, six of which occurred at various Citibank branches. He was arrested after an off-duty officer spotted him at a Citibank in Mission Valley.

He is also charged with robbing the California Federal Savings on Wall Street in La Jolla twice in 2008.

Colburn pleaded not guilty last week in San Diego Superior Court, and Judge David Szumowski set Colburn’s bail at $1 million. A preliminary hearing was set for Feb. 10.

The first bank robbery in the series that Colburn is charged with occurred July 12, 2006 in Pacific Beach. Another Citibank branch was held up in La Jolla on Oct. 5, 2006. He is also charged with robbing the Pacific Western Bank on Rosecrans Street in 2008.

The amounts taken in the robberies have not been disclosed. Colburn remains in the George Bailey Detention Facility.

**Princess Project asks for prom gown donations**

Make the prom experience — a milestone of American youth culture — a little richer for those who may not be able to afford it. The Princess Project is now collecting new and nearly new formal gowns and accessories as part of its 2009 dress drive, which is set to take place between Feb. 8 and 14.

There are some gown guidelines to keep in mind: Dresses should be either fashionable formal gowns or party dresses or cocktail dresses, in all lengths, sizes and colors. They should be in excellent condition and must be dry-cleaned and on hangers upon donation.

Locations that are accepting dresses:
- Margaret’s Cleaners, 7511 la Jolla Blvd. (also Margaret’s locations in Del Mar and Kearny Mesa, www.margarets.com)
- Mosso Nissam (El Cajon, Escondido, Kearny Mesa, National City, Oceanside, Poway, mossynis.com)
- Min Hair Salon (5726 la Jolla Blvd. in Birdrock)
- First Class Wax (Banker’s Hill, www.firstclasswax.com)

To learn more about the Princess Project, visit www.princessproject.org.

**City, enviro groups reach accord on wastewater**

San Diego environmental groups and the City Council agreed Jan. 27 to take on a "comprehensive assessment" of the city’s wastewater treatment system in Point Loma. The study would move the city toward a water reuse and recycling program. There are a few facilities in the region that

**UC residents form committee to investigate jet crash**

Five University City (UC) residents, including retired military personnel, have formed a civilian committee in an effort to oversee the Dec. 8 F/A 18 jet crash investigation, which demolished two UC homes, killing a family of four.

“We [formed this committee] ourselves,” said Rick Ramirez, UC resident and retired naval commander.

Ramirez retired in 2000 after serving 22 years in the Navy; he said newly elected District 1 Councilwoman Sherri Lightner did not form the five-person UC Jet Crash Committee.

“Sherri Lightner did not want to be involved. She did not want to find out more about the accident,” Ramirez said. “I feel like people are letting the case move slowly.”

Lightner’s office said the councilwoman would work with the group.

“If there is interest in a community group, it should be led by the community,” said Erin Demorest, Lightner’s council representative.

“And we’ll be happy to work with them to get the information they need.”

Ramirez said he served as a naval flight officer and worked as a flight instructor at North Island training command.

“It’s kind of fortuitous that I can assist the community,” Ramirez said. “My argument is that [the pilot] should have landed at North Island at runway 36, not over any houses at all… This is not a commentary on whether the military should stay or go. It’s to keep this from happening again.”

Ramirez and other committee members said they would like to peruse the military’s full report, stemming from the Aircraft Mishap Board (AMB), but the group is not as concerned with the JAG (Judge Advocate General) report, he said.

“The AMB is [in San Diego] because the squadron that owns the airplane is here,” Ramirez said, adding that the AMB took over investigating the crash almost immediately. “But there’s a lot we don’t know because we don’t have the MIR [Mishap Investigative Report].”

Ramirez and the committee said their concerns include reasons why the pilot continued to fly over populated areas on one engine.

“The aircraft crashed in UC but it flew over La Jolla — he could have gone down anytime, really,” Ramirez said. “The fact that an aircraft can fly on one engine is beside the point.”

Ramirez said group members plan to wait until the military’s investigation is more complete before asking to see the MIR.

“If it doesn’t jeopardize national security, then there’s no reason they shouldn’t let the report out,” Ramirez said. “This is the Marine Corps’ opportunity for those people that are not in favor of having them here to step up and be good neighbors. We’ll see if they do that or not.”

For more information about the UC Jet Crash Committee, e-mail 92122jetcrash@gmail.com.

**UC residents and military park Standley Midle School for a Jan. 22 community meeting about the jet crash.**

B e s i d e s  R a m i r e z , t h e f i v e - p e r s o n c o m m i t t e e i n c l u d e s r e s i d e n t s Ron Belanger; Bob S t e e l ; s t e p h a n i e J e d a n d Pia Sud. 

“I’m in support of both the military and the community. … So I can see both ways,” Ramirez said. “They’re still investigating, and I know these things take time. We’d like to have access to the investigation report when it’s ready.”

Ramirez and other committee members said they would like to peruse the military’s full report, stemming from the Aircraft Mishap Board (AMB), but the group is not as concerned with the JAG (Judge Advocate General) report, he said.

“The AMB is [in San Diego] because the squadron that owns the airplane is here,” Ramirez said, adding that the AMB took over investigating the crash almost immediately. “But there’s a lot we don’t know because we don’t have the MIR [Mishap Investigative Report].”

Ramirez and the committee said their concerns include reasons why the pilot continued to fly over populated areas on one engine.

“The aircraft crashed in UC but it flew over La Jolla — he could have gone down anytime, really,” Ramirez said. “The fact that an aircraft can fly on one engine is beside the point.”

Ramirez said group members plan to wait until the military’s investigation is more complete before asking to see the MIR.

“If it doesn’t jeopardize national security, then there’s no reason they shouldn’t let the report out,” Ramirez said. “This is the Marine Corps’ opportunity for those people that are not in favor of having them here to step up and be good neighbors. We’ll see if they do that or not.”

For more information about the UC Jet Crash Committee, e-mail 92122jetcrash@gmail.com.
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Reverse the Patterns of Postural Change ©

New information about surgery and rehab

Everything You Should Know about Total Knee & Hip Replacement

A WEEK Ahead

22 Thursday

• La Jolla Sunrise Rotary Club, 6:30 a.m., La Jolla Shores Hotel, 8110 Camino del Oro, 459-8271, (619) 992-9449
• Rites of the Renaissance Connection, 7:15-8:30 a.m., Coco’s, 4280 Nobel Dr., (619) 681-1910
• Exercise class, followed by activities and discussions throughout the day, weekend schedule, 8:30 a.m. – 10 a.m, Ritz Carlton, 6811 La Jolla Blvd., 459-0831
• Seniors discuss current events, 9:30 a.m.-11 a.m., JCC, 4126 Executive Dr., free, 326-1114
• Village Garden Club meeting: "Distinguishing the Wisdom of the Flower" with Alisa de Jong-Stout, 10:30 a.m., Torrey Pines Christian Church, 6810 Girard Ave., North, $15 non-members, 587-9840
• Teddy/preschool storytime, 10:30 a.m., Ritz Carlton Library, 7555 Draper Ave., free, preschool groups must call ahead, 552-1659
• Doyle Park Bridge Club, all levels welcome, 10:30 a.m.-1:30 p.m., Doyle Rec. Center, 9175 Regents Rd., 581-7170
• Chimpanzees, life history and human evolution, part of the Dar- win’s Lecture series, 11 a.m., UCSD Center Hall, 9500 Gilman Dr., 246-0868
• Teddy/preschool storytime, 11 a.m., University Community Library, 4155 Government Dr., fee, preschool groups must call ahead, 522-1655
• La Jolla Traffic and Transportation joint committee meeting, 4 p.m., LJ Rec. Center, 615 Prospect St., 522-1655
• “For the Bible Tells Me So,” discussion on the legal history of religion, 4 p.m., UCSD Price Cultural Center, 5000 Lindback Dr., 534-4618
• UC community meeting with Councilmember Sherri Lightner, 6 p.m., Stansbury Middle School auditorium, 6298 Radcliffe Dr., (619) 236-6611
• Toastmasters of the Cove, 6:15 p.m., Doyle Community Center, 8175 Regents Rd., www.toastmasters.org
• Security in Mexico, seminar on drug trafficking and criminality, 6:30 p.m., Instituto del Americano, 10111 N. Torrey Pines Rd., $10
• prevention on advances in treatment of heart disease, world-renowned cardiac physicians, 6:30 p.m., UCSD Salpicio Family Cardiovascular Center, 9500 Gilman Dr., (800) 926-8273
• “Quiet Please,” latest A-List, 7:30 p.m., The Athenaeum, 1008 Wall St., 454-5872

23 Friday

• LeTip Breakfast Club, 6:45 a.m., Radisson, 3299 Holland Cir., 488-2569
• Composition for chimes, work by UCSD alumnus Penn Hicks featuring the chimes from atop the Geisel Library, noon, 9500 Gilman Dr., 246-0868
• La Jolla Bridge Club hosts Duplicate Bridge, also Sundays and Wednesdays, noon, 1440 Coast Blvd., $20 non-members, 459-0700 or 456-1909
• La Jolla Kiwanis Club, noon-1:30 p.m., LJ Presbyterian Church Social Hall, corner Eads and Kline, members and guests only, 454-7113
• JCC Bridge, daytime party bridge, 1 p.m., 4126 Executive Dr., 326-1114
• Building redefinition, Scripps Nierenberg Hall Annex to be renamed Spies Hall in honor of the late oceanographer Fred Spies, 2 p.m., SBO campus, 8851 Shellback Way, 326-3624
• “In the Garden,” exhibition of photos by Beth Dow, opening reception 5-8 p.m., Joseph Beuves, Gallery, 7661 Girard Ave., 456-5620
• Forgotten Romance, an Elixir of Love,” Camarada (guitar and flute), 6 p.m., Neurosciences Institute, 10460 John Jay Hopkins Dr., (619) 236-3702
• The Benefits of Bilingualism and Bilingual Education, lecture by author Dr. Fred Genese of Montreal’s McGill University, 6:30 p.m., UCSD Price Cultural Center, 5000 Lindback Dr., 534-4414
• Beethoven tribute by pianist Cecil Lytton, to benefit Thurgood Marshall College scholarship fund, 3 p.m., La Jolla Bridge Club, 9500 Gilman Dr., $40, 324-1507

24 Saturday

• University City High School tour for parents of prospective students, 9:30 a.m., UCSD campus, 1160 Coaster Road, 454-1900, ext. 212
• Low-impact aerobics/stretching class, 9 a.m.-12 p.m., La Jolla Community Center, 8755 Judicial Dr., 454-1900, ext. 212
• Voice Class, 10 a.m., Beach House Cafe, 8320 La Jolla Scenic Drive, free, call for reservations, (858) 581-7170
• Kids Storytime, 10:30 a.m., La Jolla Library, 1355 Prospect St., free, 454-3541
• JCC Bridge, also Sundays and Wednesdays, noon, LJ Rec. Center, 615 Prospect St., 454-7113
• “The World, a Child’s Book,” 10:30 a.m., JCC, 4126 Executive Dr., 326-1114
• Gentle Yoga/Breath & Flexibility, 10:30 a.m., JCC, 4126 Executive Dr., 326-1114
• Beach Babies, ages 7-9, 10-12 a.m., ages 10-14, San Diego Jewish Academy, 11860 Carmel Creek Rd., 757-3700
• Boy Scout Troop 506 meeting, 10:30 a.m., La Jolla Community Center, 3229 La Jolla Boulevard, 456-9964
• San Diego Frontiers, also Wednesdays, chair exercises for parents of prospective students, 10 a.m., UCSD Price Cultural Center, 5000 Lindback Dr., 534-4414
• UCSD campus tours, walking and bus alternating weeks, tours of campus architecture and public art, 2 p.m., meet at South campus information pavilion, 9500 Gilman Dr., 534-4414
• JCC Bridge, also Sundays and Wednesdays, noon, LJ Rec. Center, 615 Prospect St., 454-7113

25 Sunday

• Preseason softball clinic, 8 a.m. ages 7-9, 9:30 a.m. ages 10-12, 11 a.m. ages 12-14, San Diego Jewish Academy, 11860 Carmel Creek Rd., 757-3700
• Toastmasters of the Cove, 6:15 a.m., Birch Aquarium at Swami’s in Encinitas, 1:30-3:30 p.m., $12, RSVP required, 534-3736
• UCSD campus tours, walking and bus alternating weeks, tours of campus architecture and public art, 2 p.m., meet at South campus information pavilion, 9500 Gilman Dr., 534-4414
• JCC Bridge, daytime party bridge, 1 p.m., 4126 Executive Dr., 326-1114

26 Monday

• City University High School tour for parents of prospective students, 9:30 a.m., UCSD campus, 1160 Coaster Road, 454-1900, ext. 212
• Low-impact aerobics/stretching class, 9 a.m.-12 p.m., La Jolla Community Center, 8755 Judicial Dr., 454-1900, ext. 212
• Law and the Beerless club, 9:15-11:15 a.m., JCC, 4126 Executive Dr., free, 326-1114
• Gentle Yoga/ Breath & Flexibility, 10:30 a.m., JCC, 4126 Executive Dr., 326-1114

A WEEK AHEAD, Page 7
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■ Torrey Pines Kiwanis Club, 7:15-9:30 a.m., Clay’s Restaurant at Hotel La Jolla, torreypineskiwanis@earthlink.net
■ Soroptimist International, (dark fifth Wednesday of month), 7:30-8:45 a.m., Sea Lodge, 8110 Camino del Oro, 459-9271
■ Kindergarten informational meeting for families, 10-11:30 a.m., La Jolla Elementary School Auditorium, 1111 Marine St., 454-7196
■ Torrey Pines Rotary Club, noon, Sheraton Hotel, 3299 Holiday Ct., (800) 783-3761

Roundabouts to be awarded Golden Footprint
WALKSanDiego will honor Bird Rock and its La Jolla Boulevard Revitalization Project as it presents two awards — a Golden Footprint to honor the project and an additional award to former San Diego City Council President Scott Peters — during the group’s 10th anniversary gala and Golden Footprint Awards Dinner on Thursday, Feb. 12, at 6 p.m. at Mission Bay Yacht Club.

The nonprofit group will host cocktails and a silent auction starting at 5 p.m., followed by dinner and a program at 7 p.m.

“Councilman Peters provided the vision and leadership to make this project happen,” said Kenneth Grimes, executive director of WALKSanDiego. “Achieving the kind of dramatic changes we see today in the streetscape and economic vitality of La Jolla Boulevard is a credit to the entire community that participated in this groundbreaking.”

Peters said the Bird Rock makeover helped many La Jolla Boulevard businesses increase revenue. WALKSanDiego will present the Golden Footprint Awards to the La Jolla Boulevard makeover project for the group’s Projects Category, and the group will award Peters with an additional special award for his part in conjunction with the project. WALKSanDiego spokeswoman Cynthia Vicknair reported in a press release.

Group members also will present a Golden Footprint Award to Lauderbach Park Improvements and Youth Leadership for their Youth Category; Eileen Moreno, principal of Mary Lynan Fay Elementary School Pedestrian Safety, for its Adult Individual Category; and El Cajon Community Development Corporation, Pedestrian Advocacy Program, for the group’s Private/Nonprofit Category.

WALKSanDiego is a nonprofit group that promotes “walkable” communities. For information about the group, visit www.walksandiego.org. Tickets to the gala are $50. To RSVP, call (619) 544-9255.

BEST BODY SURFERS
Twin dolphins slide through a crystal-clear wave face at La Jolla Shores Jan. 30, sharing waves with a number of surprised surfers.
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This is not an assault on cigar and cigarette smokers. Pollute yourselves, I don’t care.

La Jolla Boulevard roundabouts result

The following is a copy of a letter sent to Graham Hufford at the City of San Diego, and a reply from Lisa Adams, Hufford’s former supervisor.

I live near the roundabouts on La Jolla Boulevard and drive through them daily. I will be very upfront about the fact that I do not like them. However, whether I like them or not is of little concern to you or anyone else. What you, as engineer in charge of the project on behalf of the City of San Diego, should be concerned about is the hazard the foliage near the crosswalks poses to pedestrians.

As a motorist, my ability to see pedestrians in the crosswalks is severely compromised by foliage near the crosswalks. Even very low-cut foliage is a hazard to babies in strollers, small children and bicyclists. I am certain that I am not the only motorist whose visibility is compromised by approaching these intersections.

I and others have written to our newspaper editors and have asked them to publish our letters about this problem but we have seen little progress toward clearing foliage from the crosswalks. The foliage may look pretty but it camouflages traffic hazards.

There are other problems with the roundabouts and bicycle paths which I will leave for another time, but I call upon you to give this matter your immediate attention, as lives are at stake.

Dear Mr. Bloom, On December 16, 2008 we directed the contractor to trim the bushes back. It is anticipated that the contractor is now trimming back the plants that are in the way of the ped (pedestrian) ramps sometime next week. As this is not part of the normal required landscape maintenance and therefore, we had to negotiate the conditions and requirements with the contractor.

Sorry for the delay on this item. The contractor was very concerned about trimming the plants back because the trimming will not be esthetically pleasing when it is all done. While this conclusion we have decided to cut the plants back regardless of the esthetics. If you have any other concerns please contact me. I do appreciate your diligence. Thank you.

Lisa Adams
City of San Diego

The Soledad Memorial saga continues

In March of 2001, United Nations Special Coordinator for Afghanistan Koofi Annan pleaded with the Taliban “to respect what is sacred to others.” Later that month, the 1,700-year-old Buddhas of Bamyan, the world’s two largest standing Buddhas, were destroyed in Afghanistan to the horror of people around the world.

UNESCO Chief Koichiro Matsuura called the hugely idiotic act “mindless aggression to the conscience, history and identity of humankind.” The cross on Mt. Soledad was erected with good intentions in honor of those who lost their lives in the Vietnam War in the 1950s. It is now part of the “conscience, history and identity” of this area.

All those who favor removing the cross should be made to blow it just as we were made to blow the Buddhas of Bamyan. The legal distortions made in the Soledad case by those who wish its demise are equivalent to the dynamite used by the Taliban. Maybe if they were to participate in a beauty contest where the desire, they would understand the level of intolerance they are displaying and hatred they are encouraging.

Mark W. Shone
La Jolla

Casa Beach legacy

My wife and I visit La Jolla on a frequent basis (from the Midwest). In addition to the friends we have in the area, and the incredible weather and amenities of your local area, we look forward to daily walks from our Village hotel to Casa Beach. We have always been aware of the debate relative to the protection of the harbor seal population, but this debate was most heart-felt on us as we witnessed the arrival and ultimate abandonment [by my husband] of the first new pup of 2009.

While we are tangential parties to the discussion, given that we are not residents of the local community, we believe that the loss of a single beach is not worth sacrificing on that small patch of sand would certainly seem to us to be a disproportionate cost when compared to the benefit that little piece of beach might bring to the locals. Our input from afar would be to retain the protective ordinances and take advantage of the daily spectacle that one cannot see anywhere for a very few spots in our Country.

Robert and Chris Quinbaros
St. Louis, MD
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Letters and photo submissions are welcomed. Those accompanied by an addressed, stamped envelope will be returned. The editor reserves the right to edit for clarity.
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All content must be received by 5 pm on the Thursday prior to publication.
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OK, folks, business as usual — remember the photos in last week’s non-social column? One part, an Athenaeum opening, included Genie Shenk, a bookmaker (no, not that kind) who documents her dreams as a way to “mark time” or “leave a trace”; another part featured friendship parks, circling the Pacific Rim, designed and built by architectural students. Next up, one at UCSD. At one in China, two students, an American and a Russian, met, fell in love, married and moved to San Diego.

The other photos were at Dianne York’s home. She invited friends, press and TV, to say nothing of a bunch of ladies dressed in skimpy lingerie. The main purpose of the party was to introduce her new partner, Dr. Gilbert Lee.

Speaking of food, there was a spectacular blowout at Venice Ristorante when chef Christian Della Fave pulled out all the stops for a wine dinner. The place was packed — more than 100 food and wine aficionados turned up to savor every bite and sip, stuff like pappardelle with truffles and osso bucco, etc. We can taste it still! One of the attendees has a goat waiting in Christian’s freezer against the time he has a special occasion. Don’t forget to call!

Venice
2. Tony (goat man) and Beverly Dente.
3. Chandler and grandma Joann Clark.
4. Erik Breischer and Penelope Pearson.
5. Dorie Taylor with Cheri and Steve Ferreira.
7. Vince Knauf, Marco Chiuriola and Cecelia Knauf.
8. Silvio DiSilvio explaining wine to Jean Roberts and Beverly Jordan.

New listings:

San Diego, CA

Spacious end unit townhome with ocean view.

2010 Canon Street, Point Loma

List price: $499,995

San Diego, CA

Amazing panoramic views of the bay, downtown and Sea World fireworks.

2910 Canon Street, Point Loma

List price: $449,995–$469,995

San Diego, CA

Spectacular 2-story townhome with ocean views.

2920 Canon Street, Point Loma

List price: $699,995–$749,995

San Diego, CA

Spacious end unit townhome with ocean views.

2930 Canon Street, Point Loma

List price: $599,995–$629,995

San Diego, CA

Spectacular 2-story townhome with ocean views.

2940 Canon Street, Point Loma

List price: $749,995–$799,995

San Diego, CA

Spectacular 2-story townhome with ocean views.

2950 Canon Street, Point Loma

List price: $849,995–$899,995

San Diego, CA

Spectacular 2-story townhome with ocean views.

2960 Canon Street, Point Loma

List price: $949,995–$999,995
We are a family business that has been successful for over 20 years! Come see us and experience the family atmosphere of Osteria Romantica in La Jolla, CA. Our menu includes a variety of Italian dishes, including our famous handmade pasta and bread. We also have a selection of wines and cocktails to complement your meal.

We are currently accepting reservations for Valentine's Day! Call (858) 551-1221 or visit our website at www.osteriaromantica.com to make your reservation today.

Hope to see you soon!
Once he’s had his way with the audience, lurching us forth and back between innocence and guilt, Shanley delivers a masterful whammy, and we go home with further doubt and “Doubt” tucked into our handbags and psyches. No wonder it received the 2005 Pulitzer Prize for Drama.

By the way, composer Michael Roth, frequently associated with La Jolla Playhouse, provides a masterful score, continuing chaotic emotions between scenes and delivering a benediction with which Christians may identify.

“Doubt, a Parable” continues through Feb. 8 at San Diego Repertory Theatre Space, 79 Horton Plaza (parking validated inside the lobby). For tickets ($25-$53), go to www.sdrep.org or call (619) 544-1000.

DOUBT
CONTINUED FROM Page 10

Other award winners:

STEVE KARO, Special Achievement, leading restoration of the Balboa Theatre

RESIDENT MUSICAL:
“Dreamgirls,” San Diego Musical Theatre; “Xanadu,” La Jolla Playhouse

NEW MUSICAL:
“Memphis,” La Jolla Playhouse

LEAD PERFORMANCE IN A MUSICAL, FEMALE:
Deborah Gilmour Smyth, “The Light in the Piazza,” Lamb’s Player’s

LEAD PERFORMANCE IN A MUSICAL, MALE:
Chad Kimball, “Memphis,” La Jolla Playhouse

ENSEMBLE ACTING:
“Fences,” Cygnet Theatre

LEAD PERFORMANCE IN A PLAY, FEMALE:
Sylvia M’Lafi Thompson, “Fences,” Cygnet Theatre
Amanda Sitton, “Golden Boy,” New Village Arts

LEAD PERFORMANCE IN A PLAY, MALE:
Antonio T.J. Johnson, “Fences,” Cygnet Theatre
Tom Andrew, body of work

SOLO PERFORMANCE:
Linda Libby, “Request Programme,” Ion Theatre

DRAMATIC PRODUCTION:
“Fences,” Cygnet Theatre

70% OFF FURNITURE

High-End Furniture from Versatile Hotel, LV
300+ pieces Quality Furniture
SLED ON 35% OFF (a few 1st, 3rd, Mar, May 95% off!

Seated Sleeper
Dresser, 3 Door Chest, 2 Nightstands
Dresser, 4 Door Chest, 2 Door Wardrobe
Media Table
Dining Room Chair (2 colors)
Bar Stools

Call King Mattress & Frame
Twin Mattress & Frame

Patio Outdoor Furniture
FREE HURF BACK REST FREE SLIPCOVER FREE GARDEN STOOL FREE 90% OFF LEATHER SETTEE FREE 70% NO HOE FREE Cushion Cover FREE FREE FREE FREE

We pay top $$ for used furniture!
IMMEDIATE CASH PAYMENT FOR ALL YOUR FURNITURE & MOLDED ITEMS CALL NOW!

FREE HOTEL FURNITURE LIQUIDATORS
The La Jolla Village Store
7400 Girard Ave. Suite A
San Marcos • 760.736.9989

Two La Jolla Villagers from the Carlsbad Hai Tuna Club Host Yellow Fin

DEALERS WELCOME

DON’T MISS THIS HUGE EVENT!

This February, we invite you to fall in love with The Shores Restaurant. Dine on tantalizing seasonal menus that are sure to delight your tastebuds as you take in sunset views from our floor to ceiling windows.

Valentine’s Day:
February 14, 2009, 5 to 10 p.m.
Three-course menu. $65 per person.

Happy Hour:
Monday to Friday, 4 to 6 p.m.
Featuring a Five for $5 cocktail and appetizer menu.

Dinner at Dusk Menu:
Starting February 15th. Sunday to Thursday, 5 to 10 p.m.
Three-course menu. $25 per person.

Chocolate & Bubbles Tasting Menu:
Fridays and Saturdays in February (except Valentine’s Day).
5 to 10 p.m.
Three-course menu. $25 per person food only.
$35 per person with wine/champagne pairings.

During the month of February, The Shores will be featuring Confundido Syrah from Vino V in Santa Barbara.

(858) 456.0600
TheShoreRestaurant.com
Located next to Kellogg Park
at the La Jolla Shores Hotel
8110 Camino del Oro
American who says he was victimized in a Central Park mugging in which he lost his luggage and his wallet. He claims to be a Harvard classmate of the Kittredges’ children and furthermore, the son of Sidney Poitier, whom he is to meet the next morning for breakfast. Obviously of high intelligence, Paul cooks a gourmet meal for the trio of sophisticates. He speaks intelligently of artists and then delivers a heady theoretical discourse about the novel “Catcher in the Rye.” Of course Paul is invited to stay overnight.

The illusion is shattered the next morning when Ouisa discovers him with a naked male prostitute (beautiful Joaquin Perez-Campbell, seen recently, but not so completely, in “Back Back Back”). The Kittredges are not the only ones in their smart set duped by Paul, hence the “six degrees of separation” comparison. Over the course of the play, in direct address and in played-out scenes, the audience learns that all is not as it appears in marital and parent-child relationships, hence the duality represented by the Kandinsky, which is geometrical on one side and chaotic on the other. The ensemble of young and older people is quite impressive, as are the three leads, but it’s the set that accompanies one home. “Six Degrees of Separation” continues through Feb. 15 at the Old Globe in Balboa Park. For tickets and information, visit www.theoldglobe.org or call (619) 23-GLOBE.

“Six Degrees of Separation” continues through Feb. 15 at the Old Globe in Balboa Park. For tickets and information, visit www.theoldglobe.org or call (619) 23-GLOBE.

For more information on advertising in this page:
Call Ashlee (858) 270-3103 x123

Rediscover BIRDROCK

Meet The Smiles Behind Our Smocks

We welcome Alicia, B.D.H. to our team!

Bird Rock Dental
“A Beautiful Smile: Our Legacy”
Philip A. Burgess, D.D.S., H. Kent Rodd, D.D.S.

5731 La Jolla Blvd., La Jolla, CA 92037
(858) 459-0229

Be the Best Dressed at your Next School Dance:
Formal Vest Sets • Formal Shirts • Dress Shirts • Dress Shoes

Providing the Best Selection for Less
Inventory On-site & Same Day Service on All Sales & Rentals
Open 7 Days a Week!
Free Courtesy Measurments

Student Discounts Available
Gift Certificates Available at Special Pricing
Designer Tuxedos & Suits all at Sale Prices

A Better Deal Tuxedos & Suits
369 Bird Rock Ave. (at La Jolla Blvd.)
(858) 551-6044 fax: (858) 551-7542

WWW.ABDTUXEDO.COM

MAKING SURE YOU LOOK YOUR BEST

A MERRY TIME
La Jolla Country Day School presents “Merrily We Roll Along,” a story of three best friends, Feb. 6-8 at the school’s Four Flowers Theatre. To reserve a free ticket, call (858) 452-3440, x 224. PHOTO BY LUKE REMLEY

A MERRY TIME
La Jolla Country Day School presents “Merrily We Roll Along,” a story of three best friends, Feb. 6-8 at the school’s Four Flowers Theatre. To reserve a free ticket, call (858) 452-3440, x 224. PHOTO BY LUKE REMLEY

New Year, New Classes, New Teachers, New You! Come Get Embodied!

Yoga Classes
Physical Therapy
Acupuncture
Massege

BIRTHROCK

JUMP START YOUR NEW YEAR!

New accouting health insurance for Physical Therapy

Station Sushi Birdrock

Spicy Tuna Sunday

Spicy, Sweet and Delicious Tuna Roll

HAPPY HOUR
SUM-TUE 5:00-7:00
IN HOUSE ONLY

La Jolla Blvd. 858-455-5909
Economic meltdown, on national and local levels

In a Jon Stewart/Daily Show kind of mood without using profanity, I am beginning to wonder if both sides of the aisle in Congress would do better to take the $825 billion stimulus package and place it on the blackjack table in Vegas. Listening to dueling economists and elected officials on Sunday talk shows, Republicans and Democrats, pitch their solutions to our downward spiral in the economy is like listening to those Nigerian guys who call us two or three times a week to tell us we won $2 million, but need to give them a check for $395 in order to get it. It makes me nervous to see a moderate-reform portfolio slashed in half and a “wait and see” attitude from financial advisors, knowing that politicians in Washington are guaranteed their hefty retire- ment. It makes my young neighbor, a husband and father, nervous since he lost his job before Christmas. Harry Truman said: “A recession is when your neighbor loses his job; depression is when you lose yours.” It makes entrepreneurial small business owners nervous when people stop coming in. Wall Street is miles from Main Street or Girard Avenue or Governor Drive. Looking at Marketplace on Gover- nor, Jamba Juice was shuttered after a short run next to a bus stop. Curves closed in the same shopping center. U.C. Pharmacy, our beloved hometown heaven, has been gone for a long, long time.

What if Washington gave each American over age 18 a thin slice of that $825 billion pie instead of building infrastructure? Figuring there are 200 million adults over 18, each one of us would get $4,250 to spend. Well, then the banks would fold up, you say. Weary, some employees at Merrill Lynch under the umbrella of Bank of America didn’t do too badly. CEO Thain passed out $87,000 rug for his new B of A built-out office, along with other goodies. Does- n’t everyone need a $1,400 wastebasket? He resigned under advisement. What will his financial package include? Where would you put your chunk of $4,250? A. under the mattress. B. into buying a new car. C. for a donation to Mr. Madoff to help with his legal fees.

More and more politicians are having a “deer in the headlights” look as they ped- dle the idea of government-backed cash infusion to jumpstart the economy, which is looking like an old motorboat. Wasn’t it Treasury Secretary Paulsen who promised there was no other choice but to use the first huge stimulus check? Where is Hank? Exit stage left after his theatrical moment.

Looking north to the capitol at Sacra- mento and looking south to the City Administration building in downtown San Diego, one wonders what our politicians are thinking with dwindling dollars and escalating costs to maintain the city, state and country. They are thinking of how to cut the budget or how to sell the idea of more taxes for services. The governor and the legislature are like a marriage gone bad, and we’re witness to the breakdown of communication like young kids hoping Mom and Dad will quit fighting and act like grownups.

In San Diego it is interesting that library services seem to take the biggest hit when library services grow during an economic downturn. Why hit the libraries so hard? Willie Sutton was asked why he robbed banks. “Because that’s where the money is.” Libraries are run by librarians, stereo- typically sweet, book-loving and not willing to challenge their employers, the elected officials. Library fines go into the general fund, not the library fund. Someone suggested having coffee cards set up in the library the way some bookstores have them. Would the money go to the library or the general fund? Charging for DVDs and CDs could bring in some money, but would that go into the general fund too?

Library hours have been slashed across the city. Library staff has been cut to the bare bone. In November the people rose up to stop library closures in seven branch libraries, but now the 2010 budget begins again. Looking at a library system is like looking at the human body. The head is the central library, while the branches are the arms and legs, and the staffing in the heart. You can’t have one without the other. If one breaks down, then all suffer.

Choosing between a central library and branches is the wrong choice, so be war- ry when you see a survey asking you to make that choice. Pitting one library in one com- munity against another isn’t the way to go. La Jolla Library, because of the generosity and success of its Friends’ fund-raising, is open 52 hours in total, including Sundays. University Community Library, with the generosity and success of its Friends’ fund- raising, remains open 41 hours total, but is closed Sundays. “Quit your bellyaching and move to La Jolla,” someone may say. That’s not the answer I’m seeking. Asking for a 15 percent cut again to library ser- vices is really wrong, especially for libraries without benefactors. We need to stand united on that count. U.C. library was on two important lists: closure and expansion. We vote for expansion. More than that, we need to go line-by-line through the San Diego stimulus package and let our leaders know we want to make sure libraries are included. Libraries are victims of this fiscal crisis and they needn’t be if we band together in support of every community’s library needs.

Obituary

Marshall Maddalena, 70

Marshall Maddalena, 70, went to the home prepared for him with the Lord Jesus Christ on Sun- day, Jan. 25. He lived most of his 70 years in San Diego County, including University City, as a successful small business owner, with his loving wife. He felt blessed to have a very large family and many friends who will miss him dearly. A celebration of his life will be held Fri- day, Feb. 6, 2 p.m. at First Assembly of God, 8404 Phyllis Place. All are wel- come. In lieu of flowers, the family sug- gests that donations in his name be sent to First Assembly of God for M.A.P. and missions projects.

Please join us for an Exhibition & Artist Reception of Robert Deyber’s new work February 6th • 7-9 p.m. Martin Lawrence Galleries

1111 Prospect Street Ste 106

Robert will be available to discuss his playful and beautiful depictions of id- ioms and puns with us, sign his work and dedicate books.

Please RSVP to Rhea at your earliest convenience. We anticipate this will be our biggest show ever!

Artist, Robert Deyber to introduce his latest hand-signed prints and new book, A Language All His Own, on National Tour 2009.

Robert Deyber—The Black Magnet

Show will feature new original acrylic on canvas works by the artist as well as his second series of hand-signed limited edition lithographs. Measuring 11.25 x 11.75 inches, these stone lithographs were hand- carved in Paris by the acclaimed printmaker, Mr. Deyber will be available to dedi- cate prints and sign his newly pub- lished book. Show will feature a compila- tion of his original paintings and limited edition lithographs.

Considered a ‘visual raconteur’ or storyteller with a paintbrush, Robert Deyber has artistic roots or storyteller with a paintbrush, Robert Deyber has artistic roots
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LA JOLLA MUSIC SOCIETY
40th Anniversary
THE FRIEMAN FAMILY PIANO SERIES PRESENTS VAN CLIBURN GOLD MEDALIST

Friday, February 13 • 8 pm
Haydn• Brahms • Chopin • Liszt

Tickets: $75, $55, $25

"...her playing is brilliant, glassy, supremely aggressive and dazzlingly virtuoso..."

The Frierman Family Piano Series is underwritten by Conrad Prebys and Debbie Turner. Additional financial support is provided by the City of San Diego Commission for Arts and Culture.
Cagers make push toward strong league finishes

Br DAVE THOMAS | VILLAGE NEWS

The La Jolla High boys basketball team is making a push to finish strong and grab a spot in the CIF playoffs later this month.

Head coach Kamal Assaf’s squad comes into play this week with an overall record of 8-12, 2-4 in Western League action.

“While we have four new starters, our record is somewhat deceiving because we’ve had a number of close games against quality opponents all season,” Assaf commented.

In league play this year, La Jolla has defeated Saint Augustine (top team in the league) and has lost four league games by a combined seven points.

“We are playing competitive basketball right now and we are looking forward to begin our sec-

cond round of league this Tuesday (Feb. 3) at home versus Uni-

versity City High,” Assaf said.

La Jolla will also host The Previous School on Saturday, Feb. 7, and Mission Bay High a week

from Friday.

To date, La Jolla has been get-

ting balanced scoring from

all scorers with 31 points.

University City’s Mark Hills led

posted its 17th win of the season

(Below), from the Jan. 9 game, is aver-

ging in double figures.

Bishop’s Malik Love (above), seen

here in the Jan. 9 home game against

La Jolla High, just scored 24 against

Army-Navy. LHS’s Tyler Heap (below), from the Jan. 9 game, is aver-

aging in double figures.

According to Meier, the Torreys

believe they have a chance in the

second half of league play, and are

heading into the playoffs to
gain and put together big wins.

LJCDS will visit Horizon High this

Friday night for a Coastal League
contest at 7:30 p.m.

Elsewhere, The Bishop’s School

raised its record to 17-3 last week with a convincing 77-38 victory over Army-Navy on Friday.

Malik Love led the way for the

Knights with 24 points, while

Taylor Davis and Jack Latta, who

are averaging in double figures.

“Playoffs begin in three weeks, and we are looking to continue to

improve and prepare for a great final push this season,” Assaf added.

At La Jolla Country Day (LJCD)

School, the Torreys under head

coach Ryan Meier headed into action

this week with an overall mark of

11-10, 0-4 in Coastal

Finally, University High also

posted its 17th win of the season

last Friday, scoring a 78-67 win

over Lincoln High.

University City’s Mark Hills led

scorers with 31 points.

League play.

“We have struggled as of late

with the season-ending injury to

our leading scorer, Ryan Watt,”

Meier noted. “Junior JT Kelley (24

points vs. Crawford) and fresh-

man Frankie Bamford (21 points

vs. Crawford and 21 vs. Francis

Parker) played well for us this

week.”

To Our Valentine...
Bishop’s polo sinks San Diego Open title

Sardo named MVP

Winning records continue to surface for several local scholastic girls water polo teams.

At the Bishop’s School, head coach Doug Peabody and the Lady Knights captured the 40-team San Diego Open Water Polo tourny last weekend.

Bishop’s took the title with a 13-3 win over Mt. Carmel last Saturday, as Sarah Presant rose to the occasion and led the team with five goals.

After defeating Fallbrook 15-3 in the quarterfinals (Dominique Sardo five goals, Sammi Peck four assists/four steals), Bishop’s scored a 13-6 win over Cathedral Catholic in the semifinals, with Sardo again notching five goals.

Bishop’s opened play in the event with wins over Valley Center High (18-8) and Mt. Carmel High (13-2).

In the victory over Valley Center, Sardo led the way with eight goals, while Kristen Casey chipped in with three goals. In the win over Mt. Carmel, Presant and Sardo each tallied four goals, Katy Feaver and Katie Vaughan each added two goals, while Melanie Boehringer had three assists and three steals.

Sardo finished as the MVP of the tourney, followed on First-Team by Peck and All-Tournament team selection Presant.

In other action last week, Bishop’s suffered a rare home loss to league rival Coronado, 10-7. Bishop’s was led by Sardo and fellow senior Lexi Bohlmiejer, who each had two goals and four steals.

In action last Friday, Bishop’s posted a 14-6 win over El Dorado High School from Placentia. Sardo tacked on three goals, while Melanie Boehringer had three assists and three steals.

Sardo was named MVP of the championship game at the TYR Cup against Fountain Valley. The Lady Knights just captured the SD Open Water Polo tourny.

At La Jolla Country Day School (LJCD), the Lady Torreys under head coach Steve Traverso came into action this week following play last weekend in the San Diego Open.

LJCD scored wins over El Cajon Valley (10-3) and Clairemont (5-2), with losses to El Capitan High School, Monte Vista High and La Costa Canyon. In other action last week, LJCD fell to Mission Bay High by a 9-3 score.

Key players to date have included Claire Altree, Sara Bittarifan and Hallie Stevens. Freshmen standouts Alex and Allie Rhodes have been getting significant playing time and improving steadily, according to Traverso.

La Jolla tallied wins over Buena High (12-7), Bonita High (8-7) and Royal High (7-6), with losses to St. Lucy’s (17-11) and Ayala High (9-7).

“Sophomores Victoria Frager, Greta Gettellinger and Christina Kirby had a terrific weekend, playing their best ever against seniors and juniors from powerhouse schools such as Ayala, Bonita and St. Lucy’s,” Laghetto commented.

Frager and Kirby this season have each recorded triple doubles (goals, assists and steals).

“Last year we were in the bottom six out of 42 teams in the tournament,” Laghetto noted. “This season we played our best and were able to finish tied for second place out of 42 teams’ tournament.”

In Western League action this week, La Jolla will visit rival Bishop’s School on Friday afternoon at 3:15 p.m.
ONCE IN A LIFETIME...  
CALIFORNIA'S RIVIERA...  
LA JOLLA.

THE MAGIC OF THIS OPPORTUNITY IS IN YOUR CHOICES.

At Miramare on the Pacific Ocean in La Jolla, you have the luxury of designing the interior of your own coastal home.

And right now, you can choose a single-level home of 4,000 sq. ft., create a two-level townhome of 8,000 sq. ft., or live your ultimate dream in a majestic three-level, 12,000 sq. ft. ocean retreat.

Home is the charming seaside community of La Jolla, whose ambience has defined the casually elegant coastal style for generations.

Can life get any better?

Grand Opening 
Coming Soon!

Choose a great lifestyle.

Imagine starting your day with a chef-prepared meal, served to you on an inviting courtyard terrace. After breakfast, you stop by the fitness center for a little exercise, followed by a refreshing dip in the pool. In the afternoon, you join the group for an outing in town, returning just in time for dinner with friends and a movie in the private screening room. Imagine all of this, plus the support of a well-trained staff when you need it. Imagine yourself at Belmont Village Cardiff by the Sea.

Choose Belmont Village
• Individual apartments with no buy-in
• Chef-prepared, restaurant-style dining with 34 daily menu choices
• Free scheduled transportation
• Social activities and fitness programs
• Swimming pool and spa
• Internet, email, and Wi-Fi access
• Housekeeping and laundry
• Assistance with daily living
• Licensed nurses on-site 24/7
• Dedicated Alzheimer’s program
• Circle of Friends’ memory program

© 2009 Belmont Village, L.P.

BELMONT
Village
SENIOR LIVING CARDIFF BY THE SEA
3555 Manchester Avenue
(760) 436-8900
www.belmontvillage.com
Designed to see what can be seen. Ultraviolet, infrared, polarized and everything in between, mantis shrimp eyes are extremely creative eye designs that help them to completely capture their surroundings. An earful (both human induced).

The newest fitness trend claiming to burn more calories in the least amount of time, Pilates Plus has moved right Proformer machines — which step up the traditional Pilates reformer machine to a new La Jolla boutique at 7726 Fay Ave.

While traditional Pilates uses classic reformer machines, Sebastien Lagree recently created a new system called The Proformer SPX, combining weight and circuit training with traditional Pilates, in an effort to give exercisers a complete cardio workout.

“A lot of people who practice traditional Pilates will mock this, but the advantage is that there is nothing like it to hit San Diego,” said Jessica Tomson, Pilates Plus owner and instructor. “Pilates Plus keeps the heart rate up and burns extra calories. You can expect to burn 500 to 600 calories in a single class.”

See, hear, speak no evil— but maybe not.

In part one of this two-part story, ocean invertebrates and vertebrates see, sound off and hear, too.

Oscillating along these lines, and next week you will get an eyeful of information along these lines, and next week I’ll give you an earful (both animal and human induced). Lower animal eye designs are extremely creative and diverse. The simplest lower-animal eyes act solely to determine light intensity for sensing danger or aid in food foraging. Some simple eyes lack even a pinhole optical element to form a single image.

Consider the scallop. The multi-ball movement, some fish like the brown rockfish here are nearsighted. Seeing well up close to look for food and watch predators. And although many fish generally have superior vision to ours, it’s not surprising researchers initially diagnosed all objects and close ones. The exact eye parts, easily distinguishing far from near vision, images are not well-defined like with the human eye.

The octopus reveals in a fairly advanced camera-type eye with an active rectangular iris, which can contract to a narrow slit. Though it can focus its lenses for near and far vision, images are not well-defined like with the human eye. However, this intelligent animal uses its adjustable-focus system like a control lever of sorts to keep an eye on each of its eight arms, as well as to look for food and watch for predators.

Because fish eyes function much like ours, it’s not surprising researchers initially diagnosed all the finny ones as a nearsighted bunch because, unlike us, fish don’t focus by changing the shape of the lens. Instead, they move their lenses in and out to focus. Fish judge distance using all their eye parts, easily distinguishing far objects and close ones. The exact innate eye position governs the overall range of sight: Hunted fish tend to be wide-eyed; predators appear cross-eyed. Predatory fish keep the heart rate up and burns extra calories. You can expect to burn 500 to 600 calories in a single class.”

Jewish Film Festival pours on star power.

The 19th annual San Diego Jewish Film Festival sponsored by the Mizel Family Foundation will run Feb. 4 -15 at various venues. There will be feature-length films, shorts and documentaries. Here is a small sampling of the many films that will be shown. Star power is evident in the film “The Deal” with Meg Ryan and William H. Macy. Macy plays a failed Hollywood producer whose career is in a downward spiral. He convinces studio head Ryan to finance one of his action-adventure films for $100 million called “Levriers.”

Shooting in South Africa, his star, L.L. Cool J, is kidnapped. Macy moves the

For more information on the festival, visit sdjff.org.

Viva la fitness revolution! Pilates Plus comes to LJ.

The newest fitness trend claiming to burn more calories in the least amount of time, Pilates Plus has moved right Proformer machines — which step up the traditional Pilates reformer machine to a new La Jolla boutique at 7726 Fay Ave.

While traditional Pilates uses classic reformer machines, Sebastien Lagree recently created a new system called The Proformer SPX, combining weight and circuit training with traditional Pilates, in an effort to give exercisers a complete cardio workout.

“A lot of people who practice traditional Pilates will mock this, but the advantage is that there is nothing like it to hit San Diego,” said Jessica Tomson, Pilates Plus owner and instructor. “Pilates Plus keeps the heart rate up and burns extra calories. You can expect to burn 500 to 600 calories in a single class.”

See, hear, speak no evil— but maybe not.
Prospect Bar & Lounge

Prospect Bar & Lounge has a 180° ocean view from its patio. With new board style seating and a California cuisine menu, come enjoy a relaxing dining experience. Happy Hour MVTFH 2 for 1 drinks and appetizers, Saturday & Sunday drink specials all day. Come watch all the NFL games in HDTV with an ocean view. CALL US TODAY AND BOOK YOUR HOLIDAY PARTY!

The La Jolla Brew House

A true locals favorite. New updated menu, great selection of in-house and local brewed beers nightly specials. Happy Hour Monday thru Friday 3pm to 7pm and 10pm to 2am Fridays & Saturdays
Sundays 3pm to 9pm $12.95 All 11 CAN EAT RIBS $10 Pitchers www.lajollabrewhouse.com

Apollonia

A contender for the best Greek restaurant in Southern California, For 27 years, Apollonia (formerly Aesop’s Tables) has been the desired dining choice for La Jollans with an appetite for Greek delicacies. The restaurant has a large outdoor patio with shaded alfresco dining is delightful. Venture inside and you will find a charming ambiance in every dining room and in the beautiful lounge. The menu includes age-old favorites such as Dolmathakia and Moussaka, alongside some absolute surprises guaranteed to tantalize your adventurous curiosity. The menu offers many heart-healthy items prevalent in Greek cuisine and are suitable to those who follow a restricted diet yet like the joys of eating and the finer things of life. Apollonia’s service is very friendly and as pleasant as the food. Open daily from 11:00 AM to 9:00 PM (Sun-Thur) and to 10:00 PM (Fri & Sat).

Vigilucci’s

A relative newcomer to La Jolla, Vigilucci’s Seafood, Steak & Chop House has quickly become a local favorite. Italian-influenced seafood, prime steaks and pastas are complemented by an extensive wine list. Sunday Italian Dinners featuring live music. Open Christmas Eve. Accepting reservations for New Year’s Eve—call for details on our special menu.

Kitima Thai

One could describe Kitima as unique, extraordinary and superb, and still fall short of describing it properly. The menu features an impressive array of organic vegetarian, seafood, poultry and pork entrees. The dishes are homemade, including the wildly popular coconut ice cream. The service (led by Troy and his wife Kitima) is excellent, and guests immediately feel at home in the intimate and romantic atmosphere.

Mr. Taco

Happy Hour just got even Happier! Please join us Monday-Saturday, 4-9 p.m. for our new Happy Hour with $1 TJ Tacos and $2 Drinks. Authentic Mexican Food served since 1985. Catering is available for any special occasion! Located off of Prospect & Ivanhoe.

French Gourmet

Our Zagat-rated restaurant serves California-influenced French cuisine in a quaint countryside setting. We are a long-time favorite of locals who appreciate the value of the menu and the extensive wine list, created by Master Sommelier Gino Campbell. Ask about hosting your private party here. Breakfast and Lunch served daily, Dinner Tues-Sat.

Thai Pan Cuisine

We are a new Thai restaurant in La Jolla having just opened on January 21, 2009. We are located on the southwest corner of the Vons Market complex on Girard and Pearl. The owners and kitchen staff are all native Thais who have many years of cooking and food preparation experience that is reflected in their tasty dishes. The menu offers an extensive selection to include great deals on lunch specials, vegetarian dishes, appetizers to include delectable handmade spring rolls, noodle dishes, curries and main course meals, all at affordable prices and generous portions. All dishes individually prepared with natural Thai ingredients, no MSG and no trans fats.

Open Tuesday to Sunday, Lunch 11:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m. and Dinner 3:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m. Closed Mondays

Free Hummus & Pita: With Purchase of 2 Entrees!

Free Hummus & Pita: With Purchase of 2 Entrees!

Free Hummus & Pita: With Purchase of 2 Entrees!

Free Hummus & Pita: With Purchase of 2 Entrees!

Free Hummus & Pita: With Purchase of 2 Entrees!
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Turbots do have eyes that move independently: one eye on the predator, the other on an escape route. Most fish have an eye positioned on each side of the head to provide both vertical and horizontal vision. They generally look sideways to better see objects at a distance and look straight ahead to best see what’s close up. If their eyes bulge out, so much the better, as it extends their viewing range. This all-around visual aptitude is a must for fish because they have no neck. Imagine trying to watch your back for predators all day without a neck. You’d have to turn your entire body around, not just your head.

Fish also react to light differently than we do. Our irises open and close to control how much light comes into the lens such that our pupils grow bigger in low light and shrink in bright light. But most fish have a set pupil size and, consequently, elicit stone-cold stares, which I try not to take personally. These fish control light by altering cone (color) and rod (black and white) cells in their eyes. During daytime, they use mostly cone cells but shift to rods at nighttime. We do the same, but unlike the predator, the other on an escape route. turbot do have eyes that move independently: one eye on the predator, the other on an escape route. Most fish have an eye positioned on each side of the head to provide both vertical and horizontal vision. They generally look sideways to better see objects at a distance and look straight ahead to best see what’s close up. If their eyes bulge out, so much the better, as it extends their viewing range. This all-around visual aptitude is a must for fish because they have no neck. Imagine trying to watch your back for predators all day without a neck. You’d have to turn your entire body around, not just your head.
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**SWEETHEART OF A DEAL AUTO LOAN**

Rates as low as

4.99% APR*

- Good on purchase or refi from another lender!
- Borrow $15,000 or more
- Flexible terms
- Defer payment up to 90 days

Apply today.
Offer ends February 28!

800.560.6328
www.missionfedcredit.com/news

*APR Annual Percentage Rate. This offer is good only until May 30, 2009. Rates vary and are based on amounts of $5,000 and $15,000. Rates are subject to change at any time. Your credit score, your ability to repay and the time horizon may affect your rate. Other rates and terms may be available. This offer is valid for new accounts only. Existing Mission Federal credit card accounts are not eligible. This offer cannot be combined with any other Mission Federal credit card offer. Offer subject to change without notice. Federally insured by NCUA. Equal Credit Opportunity Lender. Mission Federal Savings Bank, Ste. 550, 10111 N. Torrey Pines Rd., $40 prepaid, $59 door, (619) 557-7272

**FINANCIAL HAPPIENESS**

- Executives in Transition: For those in transition at the $150K-and-up level, Feb. 6, two sessions, 8 and 10 a.m., hosted by the Thaxton Group of Brown-Thompson Executive Search, 452-1200, ext. 111 or dew@brownthompsonsearch.com for location.
- SCORE Workshop: Hiring and managing employees, Feb. 6, 9 a.m.-noon, SCORE Entrepreneur Center, 550 W. C St., Ste. 550, $49 prepaid, $57 door, (619) 557-7272
- SCORE Workshop: Internet marketing 302, e-mail marketing success strategy, Feb. 7, 9 a.m.-noon, PLNU Mission Valley campus, 4007 Camino del Rio South, $49 prepaid, $59 door, (619) 557-7272
- CONNECT: Economy Forum, lecture on the future of technology, Feb. 9, 3:30 p.m. registration, 4-5 p.m. program, 5-6 p.m. reception, UCSD Institute of the Americas, 10111 N. Torrey Pines Rd., $40, 964-1300
- SCORE Workshop: Internet for nonprofits — what you need to know, Feb. 10, 9-10 a.m., San Diego Foundation, 2505 Historic Decatur Rd., Ste. 200, $49 prepaid, $59 door, (619) 557-7272
- SCORE Workshop: Financial statements, what they mean, how to read them, Feb. 11, 11:30 a.m., SCORE Entrepreneur Center, 550 W. C St., Ste. 550, $49 prepaid, $59 door, (619) 557-7272

**FREE online classified ads included at no additional cost.**

SEE HIGH-TECH, Page B-8

---

**SWEETHEART OF A DEAL AUTO LOAN**

Rates as low as

4.99% APR*

- Good on purchase or refi from another lender!
- Borrow $15,000 or more
- Flexible terms
- Defer payment up to 90 days

Apply today.
Offer ends February 28!

800.560.6328
www.missionfedcredit.com/news

*APR Annual Percentage Rate. This offer is good only until May 30, 2009. Rates vary and are based on amounts of $5,000 and $15,000. Rates are subject to change at any time. Your credit score, your ability to repay and the time horizon may affect your rate. Other rates and terms may be available. This offer is valid for new accounts only. Existing Mission Federal credit card accounts are not eligible. This offer cannot be combined with any other Mission Federal credit card offer. Offer subject to change without notice. Federally insured by NCUA. Equal Credit Opportunity Lender. Mission Federal Savings Bank, Ste. 550, 10111 N. Torrey Pines Rd., $40 prepaid, $59 door, (619) 557-7272
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**Ask Aubrey**

Aubrey Morrow CFP®
Certified Financial Planner
Registered Investment Advisor Representative

Q: How can you make profits in this negative market?

A: My first reaction to your question is “you gotta take risk to be rewarded...or just be lucky”. There may be a significant amount of investor’s money that’s currently sitting in T-bills. It’s money that investors pulled out of the market last year when all that selling was taking place in the stock market. Money which was taken out of stocks for one reason only: fear. Our new President is intent on rekindling Americans’ hope and optimism not just with his uniquely inspiring words, but also with one of the biggest economic stimulus programs this nation has ever seen.

In my opinion, the cash will not remain on the sidelines once it becomes clear to everyone that the stock market has reached bottom and is moving back upward. Are we near or at bottom? In my opinion, if we are not at the bottom, it’s not far away. Once the market reversal does occur, we may see a stampede out of the low interest (or no interest) T-bills and money markets back into the stock market. That flow of cash from the sidelines may drive stock prices up very quickly. Remember, Wall Street is motivated primarily by two emotions – fear and greed. In my opinion, fear may be replaced by greed shortly. As always, please let us know if we can be of assistance in helping you plan your investment strategy to maximize your chances for a successful financial future.

---

**The Financial Advisors Radio Series**

The La Jolla Village News can help market all of your real estate listings with a full marketing plan:

- We can also design & build your ad at no additional cost.
- FREE house listings
- FREE business listings on our website www.financialadvisors.com
- FREE featured properties*
- Classified ads published online and in all papers
- FREE online classified ads included with purchase of a print ad
- Open space availability

To Advertise, Call Heather Snyder heather@finadvisors.com 858.270.3103 x115

---

**GTCC Chairman presents certificates of membership to new members Nasser Namvar (left photo) of Genie Steam Pros and Jessica Tomson of Pilates Plus La Jolla.**

---

**Chamber hat**

Triangle Chamber has two mixers lined up

The Golden Triangle Chamber of Commerce hosted its January Business After Five mixer at Venice Ricortane, where more than 40 business enthusiasts tasted authentic Italian dishes while watching the community business network. Two new members were welcomed and awarded certificates of membership:

For those who missed the Chamber’s January mixer, there is another just around the corner. The Chamber hosts mixer events the second Wednesday of every month at restaurants around La Jolla, The February and March Business After Five mixers are being hosted at Jai by Wolfgang Puck and Viglucci’s Restaurant, respectively. The new restaurant Jai will be hosting the Chamber’s BAF on Wednesday, Feb. 18, from 5:30 to 7:30 p.m. On the evening of this event, attendees will experience the modern ambiance created by Martin Vahtra (Red 7, Time Hotel) and the recipes of renowned chef Wolfgang Puck. This event will be a great way to sample the appetizers of Jai and get better connected to the business in the community. The agenda for the evening will be to recognize and present all new and renewing members with their membership certificate, with a photo opportunity.

The March mixer will definitely be one to miss. The elegant Viglucchi’s has offered to host the event on Wednesday, March 11. Attendees will sample from a diverse menu that includes steaks, seafood and pasta.

For Chamber information, please call GTCC, Chairman of the Board George Schmall at Financial Bodyguards, (858) 350-1253.
This reviewer was recently invited to appear on “Movie Addict Headquarters” with host Betty Jo Tucker on BlogTalkRadio. Our subject was Judy Garland, and the guest was her daughter, entertainer Lorna Luft. Luft has won acclaim as a performer and has written a bestselling book, “Me and My Shadow. Living with the Legacy of Judy Garland,” based on her life with her mother. The book was turned into a TV mini-series and won five Emmy Awards, with Luft as co-executive producer. Her latest CD is “Songs My Mother Taught Me” on First Night Records.

Lorna Luft: Thank you so much, Betty Jo, for inviting me to the show.

James Colt Harrison: Hi, Lorna. It’s sort of like old home week again because we have talked a couple of times for interviews. She was so charming and forthcoming and down to earth that it’s a pleasure to talk to stars like that. So Lorna, I give you a great big kiss!

Luft: Oh, thank you! Betty Jo Tucker: When James gives you a kiss, you know you’ve been kissed! How did your mother influence your career as an actress and an entertainer?

“JUDY GARLAND’S DAUGHTER"

Luft: I think when you grow up in a household of amazing talent in a sort of a family business, you learn how it’s done the right way. I watched my mom. Whenever she was on a stage, she gave 110 percent, and it was the same in her films and on her recordings. I think you just pick up on that. You just know where you come from. I didn’t know any different. To me, it was normal!

Luft: Does Luft have a favorite Judy Garland film?

Luft: You know, I don’t have one favorite because that would make all the others not my favorite. I think each and every one of my mother’s amazing accomplishments in her career has favorite parts in all of them.

Harrison: Where do you start in choosing a favorite Garland film? Every film has something great in it. If I were pushed, I’d have to say the little black-and-white musicals she made with Mickey Rooney. “Babes on Broadway,” “Strike Up the Band” and “Babes in Arms” were my favorites. I loved them. They were so sweet and innocent and everybody was nice. They were great fantasies, but they were MGM pictures and everything was a fantasy there! Those were the films that influenced me.

Luft: I think the reason everyone loved her so much in “Wizard of Oz” and all the black-and-white films is because you thought you knew her. You were convinced you had known this person because of her honesty. In every single performance, her honesty and talent were just so real. She was genuine. That’s what made everyone fall in love with her.

Harrison: Some say “The Wizard of Oz” was the pinnacle of Garland’s career.

Luft: I think the performance that she gave in “Oz” was extraordinary. It became such an international hit and unbelievably legendary film. It had so much problems to begin with. It had four directors, numerous writers and numerous things that went wrong. You have to read the book “The Making of The Wizard of Oz” (by Aljean Harmetz). I know how it is working with my directors one at a time, let alone four! With all the things that happened on “Oz,” it’s a tribute to all of them, not only my mother. Every single character and actor is absolutely believable. That’s why the film works. You believe every word they say. The story is so simple: home, heart, courage and knowledge. Who doesn’t relate to that?

Luft: There had been talk that the producers were going to cut Judy’s now-signature song, “Over the Rainbow,” because the movie ran too long.

Harrison: Producer Arthur Freed went to bat for mom and told the studio he would take his name off if they didn’t use that song. Arthur Freed was a champion of my mom. The Harold Arlen and Yip Harburg score is so brilliant, and so simple, and so complicated. I’d say it’s the most perfect movie ever made.

Harrison: Does Luft have a favorite Judy Garland film?

Luft: My latest CD is “Songs My Mother Taught Me.” It went to bat for mom and told the studio he would take his name off if they didn’t use that song. That’s why the film works. You believe every word they say. The story is so simple: home, heart, courage and knowledge. Who doesn’t relate to that?

Harrison: When James talks about Judy Garland, he doesn’t just mean Judy Garland. He means Dorothy Gale!

Luft: I think it was because of her unique vulnerability and her honesty. You really did believe she was this wonderful wide-eyed child who wanted to find a better place. You wouldn’t have believed it if they had chosen anyone else. It’s a real tribute to my mother as an actor.

— Listen to Movie Addict Headquarters with host Betty Jo Tucker on www.BlogTalkRadio.com every Tuesday at 1 p.m. La Jolla Shores home for lease now through May 31, 2009. Call for details.

*Owner requires an acceptable credit check, security deposit, and first and last months rent in advance.

Klatt Realty has been serving the Real Estate needs of its clients and customers since 1972.

RENTALS
1. $3,500†/PM: We have a fully furnished 1BR/La Jolla Shores home for lease now through May 31, 2009. Call for details.

READY WHEN YOU ARE
Klatt Realty is ready when you are in 2009! We are a full service Real Estate Brokerage and our office is well located on La Jolla’s Wall Street. Stop by our offices Monday through Saturday. We are looking forward to a rejuvenated economy in 2009. Klatt Realty has been serving the Real Estate needs of its clients and customers since 1972.

ROBERT DEAN KLATT PhD
LIST WHERE THE REAL ESTATE ACTION IS AT
KLATT REALTY INC.
(858) 454-9672
1124 Wall St., La Jolla
e-mail: DrJosephKlatt@san.rr.com
www.KlattRealty.com
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“JUDY GARLAND’S DAUGHTER”

Luft: You were convinced this person because of her honesty.

LORNA LUFT
JUDY GARLAND’S DAUGHTER

entire production to Prague and starts over, filming the story of the real Benjamin Disraeli, the 19th century British prime minister. Director Steven Schacter starts over, filming the story of the real Benjamin Disraeli, the 19th century British prime minister. Director Steven Schacter

The hysterically funny actress/singer Lainie Kazan stars as — what else — a Jewish mother in “Beau Jest!” Her daughter Sarah is in love with a non-Jewish guy. To stop her mother from trying to fix her up with a “nice Jewish boy,” Sarah hires a Christian actor to pose as her perfect Jewish beau. This was a stage hit in San Diego and Off-Broadway. Kazan may appear in person.

French legend Jeanne Moreau stars in the film “Plus Tard: One Day You’ll Understand,” set in Paris in 1987. As the trial of Klaus Barbie, the Butcher of Lyons, is on TV, a French businesswoman becomes obsessed with discovering the truth of his family’s history. His mother (Moreau) has closed the door on her past. She visits the small village where his grandparents hid during World War II. Finally, Moreau reveals her past and hopes it will mean a better future for her family. The beautiful Moreau has been a star of international cinema since 1955. She was once married to American director William Friedkin, and had romantic affairs with Lee Marvin, Louis Malle (later married to Candice Bergen) and fashion designer Pierre Cardin.

Feb 7, 14.

This reporter always loved character actress Gertrude Berg on her old black-and-white ’50s TV show “The Goldbergs.” The radio show debuted in 1929 (I swear I wasn’t there) and then became a wildly popular TV show from 1949 to 1956. Playing Molly Goldberg, Berg was the quintessential “Jewish mother” character and brought laughs to millions of people. Now director Aviva Kempner brings us the splendid film “Yoo Hoo Mrs. Goldberg,” about the life and career of this most famous of Jewish actresses. Feb. 12.

“Darling!” is the catch phrase of South Africa’s Dame Edna — costumed in her trademark的巨大服装。He calls his character, who is half Jewish, Mrs. Evita Besuidenhout. He fought the apartheid system with satire and is now a vocal spokes-lady for HIV/AIDS charities. He uses his campy drag style to inform teenagers about the dangers of AIDS, which has infected 5.5 million South Africans. Feb. 10.

There are many more films to which to choose. For information, call (858) 362-1348.

**ATTENTION BUSINESS OWNERS**

Free on-line business Listings on www.sdnews.com

- Need a website for your business?
- Need to drive more local customers to your website?
- Need to optimize your search tags? Search engine Optimization
- Want to sell your products on-line?
- Don’t have the time or desire to become a web tech?

We can help!

SIMPLE. AFFORDABLE. EFFECTIVE.

Call now! to set-up your FREE ONLINE BUSINESS LISTING

(858) 270-3103

Upgrade Your Business Listing for as low as $300/annually*

* SILVER upgrade package: Ask about GOLD & PLATINUM Prepayment discounts available.

More online advertising opportunities are now available at SDNEWS.COM. Contact your sales consultant today to help you set up your FREE listing and more information about Upgraded Business Listings. FREE online calendar and banner banners. Plus much more...

Easy to setup, upgrades available!

**LIFESTYLES**

Feb. 14, 15.

The hysterically funny actress/singer Lainie Kazan stars as — what else — a Jewish mother in “Beau Jest!” Her daughter Sarah is in love with a non-Jewish guy. To stop her mother from trying to fix her up with a “nice Jewish boy,” Sarah hires a Christian actor to pose as her perfect Jewish beau. This was a stage hit in San Diego and Off-Broadway. Kazan may appear in person.

French legend Jeanne Moreau stars in the film “Plus Tard: One Day You’ll Understand,” set in Paris in 1987. As the trial of Klaus Barbie, the Butcher of Lyons, is on TV, a French businesswoman becomes obsessed with discovering the truth of his family’s history. His mother (Moreau) has closed the door on her past. She visits the small village where his grandparents hid during World War II. Finally, Moreau reveals her past and hopes it will mean a better future for her family. The beautiful Moreau has been a star of international cinema since 1955. She was once married to American director William Friedkin, and had romantic affairs with Lee Marvin, Louis Malle (later married to Candice Bergen) and fashion designer Pierre Cardin.

Feb 7, 14.

This reporter always loved character actress Gertrude Berg on her old black-and-white ’50s TV show “The Goldbergs.” The radio show debuted in 1929 (I swear I wasn’t there) and then became a wildly popular TV show from 1949 to 1956. Playing Molly Goldberg, Berg was the quintessential “Jewish mother” character and brought laughs to millions of people. Now director Aviva Kempner brings us the splendid film “Yoo Hoo Mrs. Goldberg,” about the life and career of this most famous of Jewish actresses. Feb. 12.

“Darling!” is the catch phrase of South Africa’s Dame Edna — costumed in her trademark的巨大服装。He calls his character, who is half Jewish, Mrs. Evita Besuidenhout. He fought the apartheid system with satire and is now a vocal spokes-lady for HIV/AIDS charities. He uses his campy drag style to inform teenagers about the dangers of AIDS, which has infected 5.5 million South Africans. Feb. 10.

There are many more films to which to choose. For information, call (858) 362-1348.
You have 30 CALENDAR DAYS after this summons is served on you to file a response. You cannot afford an attorney, you may be eligible for a free attorney from Legal Aid or other nonprofit organizations. You can locate these nonprofits at the California Legal Services Web site (www.lawhelpcalifornia.org), the California Office of the Chief Deputy County Counsel (www.county.court.ca.gov/officeofchiefdeputycountycounsel), or in the directory of the court or your county bar association.

Call for more info: (858) 270-3103 ext. 140
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333 W.beach Ave.
San Diego, CA 92101
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call to promote your枚TH-FRIENDLY Business!

Seabreeze Organic Farm
Weekly deliveries of fresh fruits, vegetables & a bouquet of flowers to your doorstep.

www.iluvjunk.com
You Call We Holla! No Job Too Small

We Recycle Everything We Can!

www.seabreeze.com
588-481-2099

Tired of Lugging Bottles?
You need MULTI-PURE
Just 8 cents per gallon
Proven Finest since 1970
Lifetime Warranty

Need ideas for living green?

Check out these earth-friendly businesses!

www.seabreeze.com
588-481-2099

www.iluvjunk.com
You Call We Holla! No Job Too Small

www.real-estate-directory.com
Real Estate
Directory

你看这页上的广告
要付费发布的吗？
如果要发布，价格是多少？
**Celebrate 2009!**

Make a resolution to do something different...

**Right Here!**

In this stunning Mission Beach Bayside Court. Cape cod.

**OPEN SATURDAY 1-4**

821 TANGIERS CT.

isellbeach.com

---

**FREE REVIEW OF LIVING TRUST & PORTFOLIO**

Frank & Judy Spess

Capers & Associates

Phone 1-800-777-6820

---

**RENTALS 750**

**Rental**

DEL MAR, View Home on San Dieguito Ave, 2 BR, 2.5 BA, $1,500, 3BR/2.5BA $1,799, 4BR/3.5BA $2,199. 1/2 payment toward purchase or rental. Call our agent today for more details @ 619-454-4151.

---

**For Sale**

LA JOLLA 2 EDN 821 Archer La $2,795,000 3BR/2.5BA $1,995,000

---

**HOROSCOPE**

ARIES - Mar 21/Apr 20

Don’t put all of your eggs in one basket this week, Aries. Otherwise you’ll end up with a lot of broken shells. It’s a bumpy ride ahead, so be prepared.

TAURUS - Apr 21/May 21

Romantic interests flourish this week, Taurus. You may experience some much-needed passion with a current flame, or find a new companion in the days to come.

GEMINI - May 22/Jun 21

Feeling like a workaholic lately, Gemini? It could be time to slow back down at work. However, in this economy, you may want to phrase your request with some finesse.

CANCER - Jun 22/Jul 22

Cancer, you can change what seems like a non-negotiable into a win-win situation with just an adjustment in your way of thinking. When Pieces offers advice, take it.

LEO - Jul 23/Aug 22

It won’t be an easy ride this week, Leo. But it will be for a fulfilling one. You’ll be the center of attention for more than one reason, which suits you just fine.

VIRGO - Aug 23/Sept 22

Vingo, think with your head and not with your heart when making financial decisions this week. Unluckily emotion cannot cloud better judgement.

LIBRA - Sept 23/Oct 22

Make the most of time spent apart with a loved one this week because he, she or she will want to see you often before you meet together once again.

SCORPIO - Oct 23/Nov 21

Scorpio, the brush line of a specific goal is within sight. Now you’re ready to take that last few laps. Don’t worry: you’ll take time less than you think.

SAGITTARIUS - Nov 22/Dec 21

Sagittarius, some financial difficulties are on the horizon. But with some advice from an unexpected source, you’ll get back on an even keel. Aquarius will be your go-to person this week.

CAPRICORN - Dec 22/Jan 20

Capricorn, just when you thought you had everything worked out, something will pop up to put a wrench in your plans. A level head will help you find a smooth-忍耐.

AQUARIUS - Jan 21/Feb 19

It is the time to think that financial gravy you’ve been mumbling about, Aquarius. Once you dwell in both with both feet you’ll find it’s really not as nerve wracking as you thought.

SODIUM

---

**REAL ESTATE 800**

---

**RENTALS 750**

**For sale**

---

**Business/Office Rentals**

CALIF. OFFICE SPACE FOR LEASE Total $80,000 available. 1,500 SF Office to lease and 500 SF of Private 1st & 2nd Floor 125 Westwood Lane Carlsbad Brand new (Excellent) 2nd floor and 1st floor Front street offices available. One story building. Contact Maria Garay Owner’s Rep. 858-712-8000 Ext. 109 mgaray@comcast.net

THANKER環 YOUR KEYS CLEAN.

---

**RENTAL OPEN HOUSE**

SUNDAY FEB 8 1-4PM

583 Center #2F 2BR/2BA $1,395

5666 La Jolla Blvd 2BR/2BA $1,485

5777 La Jolla Blvd 2BR/2BA $1,595

3116 Girard Ave 2BR/2BA $1,330

1350 Pacific Beach Dr. #301 1BD 1BA $1,450

2929 Cowley Way #G 2BD 1BA $1,650

417-335-1003.

---

**RENTAL OFFICE SPACE**

460 Olive Avenue, Vista CA 92083 Centrally located. S & F $1.00 SF Location: 460 Olive $1,000.00. Contact: Rinda Garrett/Owner’s Rep. 619-775-8090 Ext. 109

---

**For Sale or Exchange**

17,000 ACRES BAJA LAND with 3.7 miles of shaded beach; 3rd floor, multi-unit building, large deer, investor’s dream. Love this! 858-682-5811

---

**RENTAL 750**

**Housing for Rent**

LA JOLLA 2 EDN 821 Archer La $2,795,000 3BR/2.5BA $1,995,000

---

**For Sale**

---
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**Housing for Rent**

LA JOLLA 2 EDN 821 Archer La $2,795,000 3BR/2.5BA $1,995,000

---

**For Sale or Exchange**

17,000 ACRES BAJA LAND with 3.7 miles Mark Steffes 760-759-8090, sold hillside, under water ferry. Also, if you enjoy 21.155 Eads Ranch House building, Las Vegas 190 Condo. Try your luck, exchange, sell! Las. Jordania, 619-451-4515
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This spectacular 2BR/2BA unit boasts over 1,700 square feet of spacious elegance. A wonderful blend of old world charm and modern amenities. Featuring a gorgeous granite and stainless steel gourmet kitchen. Situated in the heart of the Village just a few short blocks to the best restaurants and shops of La Jolla!

Seller will entertain offers between $975,000 & $1,100,876

7555 Eads Avenue #4
Open Sat & Sun 1–4

1353 West Muirlands Drive
Open Sunday 1–4

This custom home with walls of glass was just completed. Boasting a dramatic living area, gourmet cook's kitchen & gorgeous bamboo floors throughout, this home is ideal for entertaining. Enjoy the beautiful ocean & sunset views. Incredibly private over 17,000 square feet of land. Walking distance to the Village & beach.

Seller will entertain offers between $2,600,000 & $2,950,876

Lot is Adjacent to 7847 Lookout Drive · Open Sunday 1–4

New Plans just completed and approved by the City of San Diego for a distinctive 4,200-square-foot home (plus a three-car garage) designed by noted La Jolla architect James Alcorn. Rare opportunity to purchase an ocean view lot at this price in this serene & lovely neighborhood off Hillside Drive in La Jolla. A portion of the elevated lot enjoys unobstructed North Shore views. One hundred feet of street frontage.

Offered at $995,000

Lot is Adjacent to 7847 Lookout Drive · Open Sunday 1–4

This custom home with walls of glass was just completed. Boasting a dramatic living area, gourmet cook's kitchen & gorgeous bamboo floors throughout, this home is ideal for entertaining. Enjoy the beautiful ocean & sunset views. Incredibly private over 17,000 square feet of land. Walking distance to the Village & beach.

Seller will entertain offers between $2,600,000 & $2,950,876

Lot is Adjacent to 7847 Lookout Drive · Open Sunday 1–4

New Plans just completed and approved by the City of San Diego for a distinctive 4,200-square-foot home (plus a three-car garage) designed by noted La Jolla architect James Alcorn. Rare opportunity to purchase an ocean view lot at this price in this serene & lovely neighborhood off Hillside Drive in La Jolla. A portion of the elevated lot enjoys unobstructed North Shore views. One hundred feet of street frontage.

Offered at $995,000

La Jolla’s Charming Barber Tract!
7130 Olivetas Avenue

This delightful storybook English Tudor home has not been on the market for over 40 years. Filled with vintage style and charm, the home features fresh and bright interiors, 2 br, 2 ba, generous sized living room and master suite, leaded glass windows, hardwood floors, 2 fireplaces and sun-filled brick patios. Located a few short blocks to a beautiful sandy beach and convenient to the Village’s shops and restaurants.

$1,550,000

Go to www.LindaMarrone.com for the “History of the Barber Tract”